
Ad Strategy Snapshot
How Top News & Media Publishers Use Paid Social

This report utilizes marketing intelligence from 4.23.19 - 5.22.19 
and dives into the social media marketing campaigns of top digital 
news publishers in the U.S.
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In This Report Definitions

Brands in This Report

Dark Marketing
An all-encompassing, multichannel 
strategy where advertisers target a specif-
ic audience segment with digital advertis-
ing with ads that ad invisible to any user 
outside of that audience segment.

Today, 90% of Twitter ads, 85% of 
Facebook ads and 60% of YouTube ads 
are “dark” or hidden from public view.

Media Mix
The distribution of a brand’s messages/
creative/ads across various channels, 
recorded as a percentage.

Creative
An individual piece of content (like a photo 
or video) used within an advertising or
marketing campaign to portray a product 
or brand message.

Engagement
A spectrum of consumer advertising 
activities and experiences—cognitive, 
emotional, and physical—that will have a 
positive impact on a brand. - IAB
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Audience Targeting Strategy

Top Performing Creatives

Brand Insights

Engagement Metrics

View engagement metrics for top performing
posts across the News & Media competitive
landscape

Analyze the audience targeting strategy and 
age-range targeting trends for paid social media
campaigns across Facebook, YouTube, Instagram
and Twitter

View the top performing ad creatives across 
the News & Media competitive landscape to gain 
an understanding of what types of content and 
themes resonate best with a target audience 

Gain insights into key messages, audience 
acquisition strategy and targeting

Paid Social Media
Utilizing an ad campaign platform provid-
ed by a given social media site to promote 
ad content to a target audience, at a cost.

Organic Social Media
Publicly posting content on a social media 
platform, viewable to followers and visit-
ing users, at no cost.
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Ad Strategy Snapshot: How 
Publishers Use Social

Paid Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

Facebook Dark Ad promoting a deal to subscribe for 1 Euro a 
week.  

The New York Times has been focusing almost all of their 
paid media on Facebook and Twitter, platforms that are 
generally utilized by older audiences. Additionally, their 
age-range targeting is mostly focused on users in the 25-34 
age range. During the time period analyzed, NYT had gen-
erated a total of 6.5MM engagements across all of its social 
media channels as a result of its paid and organic posts. 
This is second only to BuzzFeed in terms of aggregate total 
engagements. 

50% 5% 0% 45% 61% 39%

Instagram ad showing a cake the New York 
Times was discussing
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Paid Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

Facebook dark ad promoting an article about how diet can 
improve depression

Facebook dark ad promoting an article about the new rules of 
middle age

The Wall Street Journal has a similar targeting strategy to 
the NYTimes, spending most of their paid social media 
budgets on Facebook and Twitter, with the goal of targeting 
more news-focused audiences on either platform. Both 
Facebook and Twitter are optimized for sharing news up-
dates, articles, and links, while YouTube and Instagram are 
generally used for brand awareness campaigns. WSJ had 
generated a total of 6MM engagements across Facebook, 
YouTube, Instagram and Twitter. 

44% 2% 0% 54% 55% 45%
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Paid Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

Facebook dark ad promoting a story about how dairy farmers 
are saving the planet

USA Today fell in line with both NYTimes and WSJ in terms 
of both media mix and audience targeting. The daily news-
paper divides its social media ad budget between Facebook 
and Twitter, while omitting Instagram and YouTube on 
the paid side. Their age-range targeting is fairly balanced, 
and almost identical to both the Times and Journal, with a 
majority of ads being shown to users in ages 25-54 in near-
equal measures. 

46% 0% 0% 54% 53% 47%
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Paid Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

Facebook ad promoting people celebrating the legislature 
change in Taiwan

Facebook sponsored ad promoting an article reporting a rise 
in veteran suicides in Veterans Affairs hospitals. 

The Washington Post had one of the most one-sided 
approaches out of the legacy news media outlets, allocating 
almost all of its budget to Facebook, a platform generally 
associated with older audiences. The newspaper, recently 
acquired by Amazon founder, Jeff Bezos, generated the 
third most engagements during the analysis period, with a 
total of 6MM from its paid and organic efforts. 

96% 0% 1% 3% 65% 35%
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Paid Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

YouTube video where a physicist breaks down 10 iconic Marvel 
movie scenes

Insider, an online news media company, has been 
leveraging YouTube more than any other digital native 
media outlet in our study, with 13% of their paid media 
impressions coming from the video platform. Insider 
typically focuses on short-form video with catchy headlines, 
making Facebook an optimal choice for its paid media. 

85% 0% 13% 2% 65% 35%

Instagram ad showing a new machine that 
stamps things that are any shape
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Social Media Mix & Demographics Top Creatives

Campaign Analysis 

Facebook ad showing a video of girls in a ballet 
class started for the poor

Facebook ad showing the two women in last 
place of a marathon holding hands

BuzzFeed News provided the most interesting snapshot, as 
they have not published any paid social media posts during 
the 30 day analysis period. During this time period, 
BuzzFeed had generated 9MM+ engagements across 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube, ranking highest 
in terms of aggregate social media engagements. 

18% 53% 2% 27%

Age Range Targeting

No paid social media activity during the 30 day analysis period
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Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

YouTube video, breaking down how long Cops and other TV 
shows have been on

YouTube video showing where a hidden Chinese internment 
camp is

Vox, the digitally native news site, typically creates content 
geared toward younger audiences with the goal of explain-
ing the news. The company has been actively targeting old-
er audiences with their paid posts on Facebook, indicating 
an audience acquisition and expansion strategy. 

98% 0% 2% 0% 77% 23%
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Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

Instagram sponsored ad showing how a dad 
does science with household items 

Instagram ad showing attn:’s new partnership 
with Adidas

attn:, a digital-only video production company known for 
eye-catching posts featuring celebrity influencers and 
topics pertaining to political advocacy, utilized Facebook as 
its singular paid social platform during the 30 day analysis 
period. Interestingly, while the attn: brand is assumed to be 
more digitally-native, the data shows many ad impressions 
against older audiences in the 55+ age range.

100% 0% 0% 0% 63% 37%
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Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

Facebook sponsored video showing how a makeup artist 
transforms herself

Facebook photo of a “liger” 

Cheddar, the live and on-demand video news network, has 
focused a majority of its ad budget to promoting posts on 
Facebook, with Twitter as their secondary platform. The 
company primarily targets millennial-aged males, with 40% 
of their target audience consisting of users aged 25-34. 

While YouTube would seem like the most obvious platform 
for a video-first media organization, Facebook offers a 
more visible, accessible platform for comments, re-posting 
and tagging friends. 

69% 3% 0% 28% 72% 28%
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Campaign Analysis 

Age Range Targeting

Tweet showing a man being arrested without 
the officer asking him his name

Facebook sponsored video showing how a mom 
turns her old clothes into clothes for her kids

Digital native media outlet NowThis has been favoring 
Facebook as its paid social media platform of choice, 
allocating 52% of its ads to the platform. While the 
company typically targets younger audiences, they have 
been experimenting with older users, with 27% of their 
target audience falling into the 55-64 age range. 

52% 37% 0% 11% 42% 58%
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About BrandTotal
BrandTotal provides a marketing intelligence platform 
that enables brands to become agile marketers by 
reverse-engineering their peers’ marketing strategy. The 
vast majority of digital marketing activities are not 
publicly viewable since they are targeted and 
personalized to specific audiences. 

By applying advanced cyber security best practices and 
artificial intelligence to marketing analysis, BrandTotal 
uncovers and analyzes these “dark” marketing efforts, 
illuminating competitors’ strategies and tactics. Many of 
the most recognizable consumer brands use BrandTotal 
to discover marketing threats and opportunities in real 
time. 

The company was founded in 2016 and is headquar-
tered in New York, with offices in Tel Aviv.

Real-Time Competitive Insights 
for Performance Marketers

Find out what your competitors 
are doing across digital & social

www.BrandTotal.com


